EASY TO IMAGINE, EASY TO SPECIFY, EASY TO INSTALL

MAKING SPACES MATTER
Vtec Group are specialists in supporting the
transformation of commercial spaces, providing
exceptional wall panels and ceiling finishes.
Architects, Designers and Contractors specify and
enjoy using our flexible, quick-to-install systems. We
ensure clients feel confident that their creations are
appealing, and attractive to customers. Since 2006, we
have helped support the creative industry, working on
projects of varying complexity and budget levels.
Interior spaces are an asset which communicate,
inspire and engage. Whenever you specify a Vtec
system, you can feel assured that our systems appeal
to the senses and enhance the occupiers experience.
You can achieve stunning visual results giving a space
it’s own identity!

Financial Company - Paddington

CREATING A SENSE OF PLACE
Atmosphere is vital in hospitality, retail and commercial
environments. We believe that great walls and ceilings in a
well-designed space will encourage footfall and customer
engagement. A purposeful space, improves the bottom line,
contributing to a successful result for the client.

“Every time we phone we
feel that whoever we are
talking
to is someone
who knows what they are
talking about… and your
service is excellent!”
LEADING LONDON
INTERIOR DESIGNER

AN EYE FOR DETAIL
We pay attention to the details. This is reflected in the
performance of our systems and the care that goes into every
stage of production. These high standards are mirrored by our
enthusiastic and knowledgeable client support team.
From our factory in Cornwall, we reach every corner of the
British Isles and beyond. As manufacturers, we understand
the complexities of walls and ceilings and the importance of
quality sound-scapes.
We make it easy for Architects and Designers by providing
solutions and ideas for every project. This includes
collaborating with our client’s M&E teams to ensure perfect
integration of all services using 3D Modelling.
Dedicated project managers walk each step of the journey
providing on-going support and liaison with designers and
installers. Our light weight easy to install systems enable
specifiers to provide superior visual appeal and noise control.
Together, we make it easy to create excellent interior spaces.

High Spec Oﬃce - London EC2

YOUR JOURNEY WITH US
Whether we connect with you via email or phone call, you
have started your journey with us. Your success is our success.
This ensures that every step you take is supported by a team
of talented solution solvers, listening and offering ideas and
feedback that helps you turn your vision into reality.

Financial Oﬃces - Edinburgh

EASY TO IMAGINE
ASSESS REQUIREMENTS

REALISATION

ENVISAGE

LIASION & COORDINATION

We love to explore your ideas and
intentions for your walls and ceilings. We
talk though these to ensure we have a
thorough understanding of your goals.

When ordered, we assign an Internal
Project Manager to your project. This
provides a vital connection between the
build team and our CAD and Production
Teams.

COLLABORATE

3D MODELLING

We bring our experience and the
knowledge of our systems to the table combining this with your close knowledge
of the whole project, and your needs.

Interfacing with construction elements and
lighting and other services is vital. For any
complex project, we coordinate these and
integrate services and access in a 3D
model for perfect accuracy.

DEVELOP DETAIL

SIGN OFF

We consider the technical demands of your
wall and ceiling and suggest solutions that
include integration of services and access
requirements.

When the project is drawn, we will submit
it for approval. Finishes will also be
conﬁrmed before commencement of
manufacture. This is to ensure what we
make,will suit your site and overall aims.

BUDGETS

FABRICATION

We will discuss budgets with you and if
necessary engineer an alternative solution
to ensure this meets your cost
requirements.

You can leave this safely in our hands to
produce according to agreed time scales.

PROPOSAL

INSTALLATION DRAWINGS

A more detailed proposal is shared,
ensuring that every detail of speciﬁcation
is ﬁnalised.

EASY TO SPECIFY EASY TO INSTALL

A detailed package of installation drawings
is issued where required, including setting
out positions, layout of panels and beams to ensure smooth installation.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT THROUGHOUT THE PROCESS

PROJECT DELIVERY
Every product is carefully inspected, wrapped,
and is then securely packaged or crated.
Our Dedicated delivery service enables you to
select a preferred time slot for your convenience.
Every delivery has a full set of installation
guidance or drawing packages sent with it for the
convenience of your site team, which is also
emailed to you.
Your dedicated internal Project Manager here is
always willing to talk you through the installation
process on a phone or Zoom call, to answer any
queries you may have.

THINKING OUTSIDE THE BOX
Whether it’s drawing outside the lines, or pushing the concepts
of ideation, we love helping clients stretch their imagination
and truly create almost sculptural spaces that leave dwellers
with memories that last a lifetime.

Located in The Shard, in this office fit out, the
MaxiBeam System was chosen to enhance some of the
ceiling areas.

We worked with the clients installation team and
provided full technical support and drawings – this
ensured that the complex design and layout of beams
went smoothly.

The designers worked with us creating fantastic design
features. Inspired by the shape and angles of The Shard
intersecting Beams above the Bar were created.

The intersecting beams above the bar had to be
installed in a particular order to ensure the correct
result, individually sized Maxi Beams were produced
to enable this.

Global Digital Agency OﬃcesThe Shard, London

WE BRING IT ALL TOGETHER
We know how important it is to listen to our clients’
concerns. The incorporation of the complex Mechanical
and Electrical services and infrastructure that today’s
interiors require is one of the biggest challenges faced
when considering ceiling design.
Our Technical team works closely with designers
and installers. We ensure perfect integration to
accommodate the many interfaces that these services
require, at the same time solving any sound absorption
problems. Taking all elements into consideration, we
then develop the best solution for every project.
We love to remove headaches. You can rely on our
technical knowledge and experience to ensure
successful integration of services, taking away the
time and brain pain of dealing with these challenges.
Because we manufacture, design and 3D Model at our
factory in Cornwall, we can easily adapt our acoustic
and decorative wall and ceiling systems to suit each
unique project application.
University Reception & Atrium - Hertfordshire

Boutique Hotel - Central London

TRANSFORM
Bubble Tea Cafe - Newcastle

Banking Institution - Dublin

MING SPACES
Hotel & Leisure - Dublin

Corporate Oﬃces - Lower Thames St, London

SEE THE CHANGE
The art of transforming a space involves an intuitively creative
process where design, textures, sound and lighting co-exist
and come together to form something harmonious.
We believe a transformation isn’t only aesthetic but also
one that can be enriching and leave memories. It is why we
understand the need for things to be beautiful and functional.
All our systems are designed to tackle important elements
of look, feel and enjoyment. We believe this focus can help
support Architects, Designers and Contractors to be fruitful
in their designs and transformations of space. Whatever the
space, our aim is always to enhance the interior.

Leisure Centre - Leeds

FEEL THE ATMOSPHERE
The sensations and feelings you want users of a space to
experience, can be enhanced by skillful selection of textures
and colours that our systems provide.
A great interior is a good investment. High performing design
solutions and rapid installations options, ensure a quicker
ROI, therefore allowing a commercial space to be productive
sooner.

Vibrant and Stylish Diner - Manchester

LISTEN TO THE SOUND
Combine function and design with our flexible acoustic
systems. With various sizing, finishes and patterns,
designers can create the exact acoustic panels and design
for both ceilings and walls where sound quality is at its most
importance!
Produced to precise specifications in our factory, your
acoustic systems arrive on site ready to install, needing no onsite cutting or finishing.
Our mood enhancing and visually brilliant acoustic solutions
change the way you feel and experience a space to give it its
own personality.

Stunning Oﬃces - The Shard, London

Global Digital Agency OﬃcesThe Shard, London

Multinational Tech Company Oﬃces Reading

Level 30 - Canary Wha

Financial Company - Paddington

Harrison St. - SW1, London

arf, London

SLATS, BEAMS & ACOUSTICS
Our proven systems provide hugely
customisable and bespoke acoustic wall
and ceiling options tailored to suit your
project.
Deliver strong visual impact alongside
unrivalled aural experience. Your design is
cherished forever.

Bowling Alley - Leicester

Tudor St. - London

Serviced Oﬃces - Spitalﬁelds, London

TEXTURE WALL PANELS
Lightweight, these add fantastic creative
visual impact to any project rapidly.
Produced from original walls, this ensures
exact recreation of natural textures and
features. It is a durable system that is so
light it can be used with almost any wall
type. Our textured wall panels are available
in Brick, Concrete, Stone and Timber effect
panels.

CASE STUDY
Our client was tasked with designing an office fit out for a
large international head office in Suffolk. The design played on
the intricate architectural details of the space embracing the
natural shapes along with a predominant industrial aesthetic.
Throughout the various spaces, there is a delicate balance
of earthy warm woods along with contrasting metals to help
nurture a sophisticated and contemporary design.
We worked closely with the designers, advising the best
methods to integrate the stunning lighting and services into
the design. The technical team created 3D Drawings and
detailed install packages to ensure installation was easy and
seamless. This method of planning also helped to ensure
that the design was flexible to meet the needs of the client
delivering on the unique characters of the space.
This door leads into an accessible toilet, but needed to
match the pristine seamlessness and geometry of the
rest of the space. It was designed to ensure no clashing
or binding with allowance for handle and lock.

SupaSlat 4 was used in this design. The SupaSlat System
combines the natural charm, warmth and beauty of
wood with the ease of rapid installation.

Precision and coordination with sign.

Discreetly incorporated a steel support post with a selfsupporting MaxiBeam vertical screen. Randomised
slat spacings and Oak veener finish were used to match
the slatted wall.

The Reception Room is finished in Oak FR Laminate. The
height slats are bespoke to enable no horizontal join.

We take care of all the tiny details. The incorporation
of the socket, was specially positioned so ﬂex of plugs
did not clash with slats.

International HQ - Ipswich

BT - Birmingham
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VTECGROUP.CO.UK
For orders, help and advice or
inspiration for your space, visit
our website or call a member
of our team.
T. 03307 00 00 30
Monday to Friday 8am to 5pm
Email us at sales@vtecgroup.co.uk
Visit us at:
London Showroom
Design Hub Clerkenwell
47 Gee Street, London, EC1V 3RS
Write to us at:
Head Office and Manufacturing
Unit 3, Cooksland Ind. Estate
Bodmin, Cornwall, PL31 2QB

